
 

Group Pyramids 
Base = the person/people who are at the bottom of the pyramid 
Middle = person/ people who form the middle layer 
Flyer = person/people who are supported by the base/middle and are at the top of the 
pyramid 
 
Before starting, get everyone to form a solid cat shape: make sure hips over knees, 
shoulders over wrists. 
 
3 high Gothic - spotter for the flyer. 

Students only move on the calls, which are 
● Base makes a solid cat shape - make sure hips over 

knees, shoulders over wrists. 
● Middle stands at the base’s head end, and puts hands 

onto base’s shoulders - make sure shoulders over wrists. 
● Spotter calls “Base ready? Middle ready?” and confirms 

everyone is set. 
● Spotter calls “Flyer up” to signal the flyer can climb up. 
● Flyer GENTLY steps up onto the tail the base - feet either 

side of spine NOT down the middle - and feet turned out. Flyer 
puts hands on the middle’s shoulders. Spotter to help get flyer up 
if they need to hang on for balance, and is there, ready in case 
anyone wobbles. 

● Anyone can call “DOWN” at any time if they feel unsafe or wobbly, and flyer gently 
and carefully dismounts. Flyer needs to watch they don’t step on the base’s ankles 
as they come down - spotter to help. 

 
4 high gothic - spotters for top 2 flyers 

 
● As for 3 high gothic, but middle needs to stick 

bum out to form a platform for second flyer. 
● Once 3 high is solid, top flyer can use another 

student in a cat shape to climb onto hips of middle. 
Spotter controls the whole pyramid with same calls as 
above - checking everyone is ready before calling the 
next move. 
Additional spotter(s) so that both flyers have good 
support. 
 
Gothics look great lined up with 2 pyramids mirror 
imaged, or 3 or 4 pyramids with all bases feet pointing 
into the middle and fanning out in a triangle/square. 

   



 

 
 
 
2 High Cat Pyramid - this can be a really long line for a big group 

● Bases form strong cat shapes close 
together in a line - shoulders should be touching. 

● Spotter calls “Bases ready?” and checks all 
are set. 

● Spotter calls “Flyers hands on” and flyers 
put hands on the shoulders of the 2 bases they 
are between. 

● Spotter calls “Flyers up” and flyers 
GENTLY climb on in between 2 bases, keeping 
hands on shoulders, and putting knees over hips 
of the bases - taking care to not have pressure on 

spines. 
● Spotter calls “Down” and flyers climb down gently making sure they don’t step on 

bases’ ankles. 
 
Three high pyramid - standing cats - this can be a really long line for a big group. 

● Bases form cat shapes, with a bit of a gap between middles stand between bases at 
their hips and put hands on either side bases’ shoulders. Flyers stand behind bases. 

● Spotter calls “Bases ready?, Middles ready?” and checks all set. 
● Spotter call “Flyers, hands on” and flyers put hands on either side middle’s shoulders. 
● Spotter calls “Flyers, one foot up” and flyer place one foot on the hips of the base - 

again, avoid the spine, turn the feet out a bit. 
● Spotter calls “Flyers up” and flyers climb up to place second foot, still holding 

middles’ shoulders. 

   


